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Imagine Floetry, Missy E, Janet Jackson as one artist, with Hooks like Nate Dogg  Fast Flows like Twista.

Well that is the only way you can describe CaraMel.G aka MTG from London UK.. 12 MP3 Songs

URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, HIP HOP/RAP: Rap Details: This album is hard to describe or

categorize. Caramel G brings her own unique style of singing  rapping on her debut album "Raising The

Game". The result is HOT there are some Club Bangers, Slow Jams, Rap/Hip-Hop  Drum n Bass

tracks.... This album is Hip-Hop but with RnB vocals!! There is also a ragga vibe on tracks like "Just

Dance"  "Doors locked". The lyrics and vocals/raps have been written/arranged  edited by CaraMel.G aka

MTG. The Album was recorded  mixed in the Lab NW10. This Album is 100 Independent and is brought

to you via MTG Entertainment. Eveything has been done in house by CaraMel.G  S.T. It has been a long

time coming but the debut is finally here "Raising The Game". Various online comments about my tracks

below: THE PRODUCTION ON THAT GENIE TRACK IS THE BUSINESS. KEEP DOIN IT BIG GIRL.

The Odd Couple ...very funky, and your rappin' is cool! Just dance!Just dance!...that is nice phrase and

rhythm. Rose from Japan YO, THAT GIRL RIGHT THERE, WITH THOSE HOT DANCE MOVES IS ONE

HOT SEXY SMOOTH, CHICK WITH OUTSTANDING LYRICS MTG AKA CARAMEL.G BIG UP FOR

LIFE DJ T-ROCK WVOF.ORG Music is hot, keep that make movin!!!! Jahid "Tha Liva Cat" of Elite

MindState Productions Hey girl .. feeling yo music and flow real hard! keep it hot. D You definetely have

style that I'm loving!!! Keep on making that hott music, the world ain't ready for ya....but that's why you'll

blow 'em away!!!! Ms. Toya I am loving the tracks many props wish u the best in your career id love to

play these tracks at the club. Dj Soundwave feelin the music sweetie keep it up hope you do big things

with your career -love The Beatgodz Yoooo...sounding good ma'...keep doing your thang you on the right

track! DJ Devilish Yo these tracks are real dope!! U got mad different and cool styles, much respect. Ima
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check out your album for sure, keep up the good work, peace! KV. Your music is gr8. its the type u can

really grind to am lovin Siobhan
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